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Rationale – What did we want to find out?
1. Why were some Year 4 children (lower
ability/SEN & PP) not making expected
progress in Maths?
2. What gaps did these children have?
3. How could we target the gaps and also
use this piece of work for school
improvement?

Aim:
1. Focused on an area of SEND –
Dyscalculia and collaborated with Maths
Lead and Intervention Teacher to
develop a deeper understanding of the
specific gaps children were showing
2. Use this assessment information to
identify where the gaps fitted with NC,
and plan accordingly

Methodology – What did we do?
• Dyscalculia Assessment – Brian Butterworth
• Mapped all the specific areas of mathematical difficulty from the
assessment on to the NC, eg. Number sense & counting,
calculation, place value, multiplication and division, word
problems.
• Identified children that we felt had gaps in their learning (both
SEND and LA), but particularly those not at ARE
• Assessed the children in depth to find out their specific gaps
• Mapped their achievements using the Summary Numeracy Profile
grid which identified specific areas to target
• Intervention Teacher planned specific lessons for a number of
children
• Evaluated outcomes and reassessed

Some positives….
´ Gave immediate things to work on
´ Children enjoyed feeling special – part of a project
´ Assessment was actually fun
´ children’s attitudes to maths considered, were motivated as they could
see exactly what elements they needed to work on and see success
easily
´ Has raised questions, helped us to explore exactly where our LA/SEND
children actually were within the maths strand
´ Initiated further improvements to whole school improvements, ie where
‘counting’ sits within our lessons, have we forgotten this is a key skill,
have children secured basic counting skills or moved on too quickly?
´ Often SEND/LA are sitting somewhere on NC but very difficult to
pinpoint exactly where – assessment highlighted this

Some negatives….
´ Time element to assess, meant that teacher could only concentrate
on one area of difficulty, ie number sense, how would we be able to
incorporate the other assessment areas.
´ Questions arose how TAs were being used, are teachers planning for
the TA to focus on these children daily for specific time until child has
achieved it eg. In registration maybe
´ How could we use our 20 day challenge to deliver some of these
gaps?
´ Target cards focus on end of year outcomes, do we need to use
developmental and progression learning ladders?
´ Highlighted the idea that are we doing enough ‘formative
assessment’ and is teaching targeting the right areas from this?
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Results:
Work is still ongoing….
Child A (SEND) – Year 4
Had been working on differentiated tasks
in lessons, however, not achieving well.
Needed a way of specifically identifying
the child’s needs. Highlighted gaps in
number bonds, highlighted memory
issues, counting forwards and backwards
in various steps.

´Child B – Year 4 (lower ability)
Identified huge gaps in knowledge,
clearly had moved on too quickly.
Copied others. Couldn’t count over the
decades/centuries. Needed lots of
modelling, but understood number bonds
and patterns. Hadn’t grasped any place
value.

Outcomes
Intense intervention and 20 day challenge
has targeted these areas and the children
have gained success in achieving small
steps. Time has been invested to ensure they
internalise these skills. More confident with
number bonds. Previously a child had said ‘I
can’t count in 2s from 27’. Barriers were
based on own anxiety/emotional feeling
about maths.

So what…….
1. Was the exercise useful?
2. Did the tool serve its purpose?
3. What difficulties did we have?
4. What successes did we have?
5. How will we use this in the future?
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